Abstract

Nowadays, drones are considered to be the future of technology and transportation. The research about drones is increasing due to their market demand. Many improvements are being done in order to increase its performance. Our team, Phantom’s, is committed to this development. Phantom’s improvements will strive for efficiency, durability and security to the drone which is what the customer is looking for. Although drones are being used in fields like agriculture, photography or transport, the DJI Phantom 3 Standard Drone is more focused on recreational use. The drone is formed by four propellers (with their corresponding motors), a battery, a camera (with its supporting structure) and a curved body that put all the parts together. Apart from that, the team has added some parts such as solar panel, lens protector, propeller’s protector and floaters.

Introduction

Drones are becoming increasingly common in our skies. Below Figure 1 shows us the mass amount of industries in the United States only using drones to enhance their products. The photography industries reaching angles and heights at a fraction the cost and time to get a human to take the same quality picture. Farmers are able to monitor their crops better, specialty irrigation and pesticide treatment, increasing their gross income from the initial investment of a drone. The drone industry is booming. Figure 2 by Forbes, in the U.S. today industries is valued at 3.6 billion dollars and this number is only increasing. By 2025 this number should reach upward of 5 billion dollar in the United States alone. How? With teams like ours, the Phantoms, continue to innovate the drone, while amplifying it’s utility for all markets. Who knows, maybe one day you might get your pizza delivered to you by a drone, if it means shorten deliver time and increasing profit it’s a win win for the business if the drone can perform up to standards.

Although drones are being used in fields like agriculture, photography or transport, the DJI Phantom 3 Standard Drone does not provide ones. For that reason, the team has designed a new concept of propeller protector that will increase the drone stability and safety especially while the plane is flying.

Results

Improvements

DJI Phantom 3 Standard Drone has had a lot of success among young people who have enough experience to fly a drone. “Phantoms” want to spread its popularity among people of every age. That is why the team has introduced improvements such as:

- **Propellers** - They allow the drone to land in water, which makes the product suitable for any kind of environment. They will be made of plexiglass in order to reduce the total weight of the drone but keep the drone durable.
- **Propeller’s protector** - Although these are very common among drones, the DJI Phantom 3 Standard Drone does not provide ones. For that reason, the team has designed a new concept of propeller protector that will increase the drone stability and safety especially while the plane is flying.
- **Lens protector** - This new accessory will contribute to the durability of the camera, shielding the camera from any dust that can cause damage to the camera when it is not in use.

**Solar Panel** - The team will also add a solar panel on top of drone in order to increase the time of flight, and as a way of absorbing solar energy and use it as a backup generator for landing if during flight the drone loses power.

**Paint Job** - The team completely redid the paint on the drone to fit an Iron Man theme throughout the drone. The name assigned to the finished product is “The Iron Drone”, to relate with theme of the colors. The sole purpose of this was for aesthetics making it more pleasing to the eye.

**Carbon Fibre** - Since the objective of the team is to improve durability and reduce the weight, carbon fibre is essential to make the drone exclusive.

Conclusion

Our Phantom Iron Drone modeled in Catia is an improvement over the original Phantom. In this case we all agreed to schedule group meetings in a more organized manner, this was necessary considering how the members worked as a single unit; organization and communication being the reasons. It began with the design process, as each member chose parts and measured, which then led to sketching, before creating the parts on CATIA. There were 15 parts in total, and divided evenly among the members. There were deadlines set for the parts, and goals were accomplished within the timeframes. For the our product, the Iron Drone, came to a total cost of $180 with all the improvements added to the original drone only increase the price by $71. By adding a solar panel, lens protector, floater, guard, and a unique paint job we overall enhanced the abilities of the drone as well as the overall aesthetics. We kept the original drone material, hard plastic and steel, almost identical to keep the low price and the durability.

The final drone was a complete success, our alterations all fit in very well into the overall success.

Drones have the capability to transform business and the technology is mature enough to be rapidly adapted to accommodate all sorts of problems. The introduction of drones into the workplace will create cost savings, reduce human risk, and save time on operations. The goal of this project was to enhance drone technology and uncover new applications for this machinery.

Methodology

Table 2. Cost evaluation done the for drone for specific parts. All information was found on Amazon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Name</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Cost Per Piece</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Drone Parts</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Fibre Material</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens Protector Material</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floater Material</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard Material</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Panel Material</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Total Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$571</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Scientific Merit

Drones are becoming increasingly common in our skies. Below Figure 1 shows us the mass amount of industries in the United States only using drones to enhance their products. The photography industries reaching angles and heights at a fraction the cost and time to get a human to take the same quality picture. Farmers are able to monitor their crops better, specialty irrigation and pesticide treatment, increasing their gross income from the initial investment of a drone. The drone industry is booming. Figure 2 by Forbes, in the U.S. today industries is valued at 3.6 billion dollars and this number is only increasing. By 2025 this number should reach upward of 5 billion dollar in the United States alone. How? With teams like ours, the Phantoms, continue to innovate the drone, while amplifying it’s utility for all markets. Who knows, maybe one day you might get your pizza delivered to you by a drone, if it means shorten deliver time and increasing profit it’s a win win for the business if the drone can perform up to standards.

Although drones are being used in fields like agriculture, photography or transport, the DJI Phantom 3 Standard Drone does not provide ones. For that reason, the team has designed a new concept of propeller protector that will increase the drone stability and safety especially while the plane is flying.

**Solar Panel** - The team will also add a solar panel on top of drone in order to increase the time of flight, and as a way of absorbing solar energy and use it as a backup generator for landing if during flight the drone loses power.

**Paint Job** - The team completely redid the paint on the drone to fit an Iron Man theme throughout the drone. The name assigned to the finished product is “The Iron Drone”, to relate with theme of the colors. The sole purpose of this was for aesthetics making it more pleasing to the eye.

**Carbon Fibre** - Since the objective of the team is to improve durability and reduce the weight, carbon fibre is essential to make the drone exclusive.

Conclusion

The overall management of the project has been successful. Productivity was going well, considering how the members worked as a single unit; organization and communication being the reasons. It began with the design process, as each member chose parts and measured, which then led to sketching, before creating the parts on CATIA. There were 15 parts in total, and divided evenly among the members. There were deadlines set for the parts, and goals were accomplished within the timeframes. For the our product, the Iron Drone, came to a total cost of $180 with all the improvements added to the original drone only increase the price by $71. By adding a solar panel, lens protector, floater, guard, and a unique paint job we overall enhanced the abilities of the drone as well as the overall aesthetics. We kept the original drone material, hard plastic and steel, almost identical to keep the low price and the durability.

The final drone was a complete success, our alterations all fit in very well into the overall success. However, the team consider that it was an overall success.
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“Innovation is taking two things that already exist and putting them together in a new way.” - Tom Preston

Our team strived to make unparalleled innovations in order to make your life easier. Join us in our flight to top!